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This paper contains an algorithm which, on input the set of generators ofa transformation 
semigroup S on a finite set, gives all Green's relations on S, a set of generators for the maximal 
subgroups ofS, and a complete determination f the partially ordered set of all the ~-classes 
of S. 
The algorithm isbased on an earlier technique ofJ. F. Perrot for studying regular @-classes 
and on new results on non-regular ~-classes allowing for a systematic search for all the 
~-elasses of S. 
1. Introduction 
A standard approach to studying properties of a rational anguage L consists in translating 
these properties into algebraic properties of the transition semigroup S(L) of the minimal 
automaton recognizing L (see, for example, the correspondence theorem, Eilenberg 
(1976), ch. VII). The semigroup S(L) is given as a transformation semigroup (=t.s.) on 
the finite set of states of the automaton of L by a set {tl, t2, . . . ,  tk} of generators. Hence 
it is of interest to develop fast algorithmic methods allowing one to detect structural 
features of a t.s. S, from a given set of generators of S. 
The purpose of this paper is to present an algorithm which, on input the set { t~, t2 , . . . ,  tk } 
of generators of a t.s. S, gives all Green's relations ~, ~, .Y, D on S, including the natural 
partial order (=p.o.) on the set of D-classes. The algorithm is based on the following 
results: 
(a) There is an earlier algorithm due to J. F. Perrot (see Perrot, 1972; Cousineau et 
al., 1973) allowing one to detect if a D-class D of S is regular or not; and if D is regular, 
to determine all ~-  and ~-classes contained in D, and also to retrieve the maximal 
subgroups in D obtained as transformation groups given by generators. The details of 
this algorithm are recalled in section 3. 
(b) There is an algorithm to determine the size of a non-regular ~-class D of S, based 
on the fact that the ~-  and ~-classes of D can be found using idempotents (and their 
respective ~- or ~-classes) belonging to ~-classes above D in the p.o. of S/~.  The 
details are given in section 4. In both cases, of a regular or a non-regular ~-class D we 
indicate how to detect if a given transformation t is in D or not. 
(c) There is a simple method, once a D-class D has been computed in the sense of 
(a) and (b) above, for generating a certain set B(D) of elements of S that are strictly 
below D in the p.o. of SlY.  The important point here is that B(D) contains at least one 
element of each of the ~-classes covered by D. This yields a simple procedure to obtain 
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completely the p.o. on the set of all the ~-classes of S, once they have all been computed 
(see section 5). 
In the last parts of the paper we present an analysis of the complexity of our algorithm 
and we give some indications on its implementation using various languages. 
Besides the contributions of  Perrot (1972) and Cousineau et al. (1973) dealing essentially 
with the simpler case of regular transformation semigroups, we should also mention 
similar algorithms for computing the ideal structure of arbitrary transformation semi- 
groups by Cannon (1971), and by Totzek (1977) (of. Jiirgensen (1977) for other eferences). 
Among the advantages of the algorithm presented here we point out the fact that it gives 
the p.o. on the set of all ~-classes quickly (see (c) above), and the fact that it gives 
generators of maximal subgroups (see (a) above). This last feature allows the use of 
standard group theory algorithms (see Cannon (1984), Sims (1980)) to determine the 
nature of these subgroups. 
In order to make this paper as self-contained as possible, we recall in the next section 
most of the definitions and the results used later on. 
2. Terminology and Standard Results 
We recall the definition of Green's relations ~, .~, ~, ~, ,,ff on an arbitrary semigroup 
S: 
a~b iff aS '=bS ' ;  a .~b iff S la=S lb ;  a,,~b iff S taS '=S lbS1;  
~=~c~;  ~=~vLa=~o~=.~o ~. 
Here S a denotes S with an identity adjoined, in case S does not have one, otherwise 
S = S ~. I f  S is finite then ~ =,~ and the p.o. on the set of ~-classes is given by Da-< Db 
iff Sl aS 1 ~_ SlbS 1. 
In the case where a ~-class D of an arbitrary semigroup S contains an idempotent, 
one can show that each ~-  and ~-class contained in D has an idempotent, and furthermore 
that for every a ~ D there exists a 'e  D such that aa'a = a and a'aa'= a'. The elements 
of S having this property are called regular elements and the corresponding ~-classes 
are regular ~-classes. The ~t~-class He of an idempotent e ~ D is a maximal subgroup of 
S contained in D, and for any two idempotents e, f~  D, the groups He and H s are 
isomorphic. This allows us to talk about the maximal subgroup of a regular ~-class D. 
For an arbitrary ~-class H of a semigroup S, one defines a permutation group Fr(H), 
called the right Schiitzenberger g oup of H, as follows: 
On the submonoid Tr(H) ={x~ $1: Hx = H} of S 1 define x~y if and only if hx = hy 
for all h ~ H. Then ~ is a congruence on Tr(H), and the quotient Fr (H)  = Tr (H) /~ is 
a permutation group" acting simply transitively on the set H. We denote by 8 the quotient 
mapping 8 : Tr(H) ~ Fr(H).  For any two ~-classes H~,/-/2 contained in the same Q-class 
of S, the groups Fr(Ht)  and Fr(H:) are equivalent permutation groups, and if H is itself 
a group then Fr(H),  viewed as an abstract group, is isomorphic to H. 
In section 3, when computing the generators of the maximal subgroup of a regular 
~-class, we shall need a representation theorem which we proceed to recall. See Clifford 
& Preston (1961, oh. 3) or Lallement (1979, oh. 2) for the proofs. 
DEFtNrnON 2.1. Given an ~-class R of a semigroup S, let Hx(A ~ A) be the set of all 
~-classes of S contained in R. Select a particular ~-class H~ in R, and elements q~, 
q~ r S 1 such that the mappings x ~ xqx and y ~ yq'~ are reciprocal bijections from H~ to 
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Hx and from Ha to H~ respectively, Then [H~; {(qx, q~): A cA)]  is called a coordinate 
system for R. 
For any it,/x c A and x ~ S 1, one can show that either Hax n H,  = O or H~x = H~,. In 
case Hxx = H, we have 
I _ _  f ~ I - -  HI qaxqz - Hxxq, - H,q~ - Hi; 
hence qxxq'~ e T~(HO and 8(qxxq'~) e Fr(H0. Consequently, we can associate to any x ~ S ~ 
a A x A matrix MS(x)  with entries in [F~(H1)] ~ F~(H~)u {0}. The entry in position it, 
/z of  MR(x) is defined by: 
MR iX  ~ _ [8(q~xq'~) if Hxx = H~,, (1) 
x~,, , - [0 if Hxx n H, = ~.  
It follows from this definition that MrS(x) has at most one non-zero entry in each row 
(i.e. is row-monomial). More precisely, we have: 
THEOREM 2.2. For any coordinate system [H1;{(qx, q~): A cA}] for an ~-class R of a 
semigroup S, the mapping x ~ M a (x) defines a homomorphism from S 1 in to the semigroup 
Mn(  S 1) of all A xA row-monomiat matrices with entries in [F,(Ht)] ~ Furthermore, for 
any A, tz E A and for any y ~ Fr (H0 there exists x ~ S ~ such that M~(x)  = y. 
The representation S 1~ M n (S ~) of S ~ by row-monomial matrices depends on the choice 
of the coordinate system for R. However, different coordinate systems, and even different 
choices of 9Lclasses R in the same D-class, yield semigroups MR(S  ~) that are mutually 
isomorphic. 
The last part of Theorem 2.2 has the following obvious (but useful) consequence: 
COROLLARY 2.3. I f  a semigroup S is generated by {tl, t2 , . . . ,  tk} then for any fiC-class H 
of S the group Fr(H) is generated by the non-zero entries of the row.monomial matrices 
M~(  h), MR(t2) . . . .  , MR( tk), where R is the ~-class of S containing H. 
3. Green's Relations on a Regular ~-C lass  of a Finite Transformation Semigroup 
First we recall the nature of Green's relations on the semigroup 3"(Q) of all transforma- 
tions on a set Q. We compose transformations by letting them act on Q on the right, i.e. 
for x, y~ 3-(Q), xy means x followed by y. We denote by Imx, the set Qx, and by Kerx,  
the equivalence relation on (or partition of) Q defined by ql Kerx  q2 iff qlx= q2x. The 
rank of x ~ $r(Q) is defined as Jim x[. 
LEMMA 3.1. In the semigroup 3-( Q) of all transformations on the finite set Q we have 
x ~ y if and only if Ker x = Ker y; 
x~y if and only if Im x = Imy;  
x ~ y if and only if rankx =ranky.  Also ~ = ~. 
PROOF. See Lallement (1979) oh. 2, section 4, or Clifford & Preston (1961), section 2.2. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 an 9g-class H of i f(Q) contained in a D-class of rank 
r consists of all transformations having the same kernel, say ,rr, such that I Q/~r[ = r and 
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the same image, say P, such that [PI --- r: H = {x ~ i f (Q) :  Ker x = 7r and Im x - P}. Further- 
more, H is a subgroup of i f (Q)  (isomorphic to the symmetric group 6er) if and only if 
H contains an idempotent, and this happens iff P is a cross-section of or. Since it is 
always possible to find a cross-section of a given partition, each @-class of i f (Q)  has an 
idempotent,  hence 8-(Q) is a regular semigroup. 
PROPOSI~ON 3.2 (Perrot, 1972). Let Q be a finite set, S a subsemigroup of  i f (Q),  and 
xr  ~. Define a set ~r176 o f  subsets o f  Q and a set ~(x)  of  partitions o f  Q by: 
9 ,~~ = {Im xy: y ~ S ~ and lira xYl = IIm xl}, 
5~C~ = {Ker yx: y ~ S t and }Q/Ker yx I = IQ/Ker  x}). 
Then the fol lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The ~-class o f  x in S is regular; 
(2) There exists p ~ ~r176 which is a cross-section of  Ker x; 
(3) There exists ~r ~ ff~~ admitting Im x as a cross-section. 
PgooF. See Lallement (1979), ch. 2, Proposition 4.5. 
Assume that a subsemigroup S of i f (Q)  is given by a set of generators {q, t2 , . . . ,  tk}. 
Then, according to Proposition 3.2, a simple algorithm to detect if x 6 S is regular or not, 
consists of listing all the sets in 5~ and checking whether or not there exists P E 5~ 
which is a cross-section of Ker x. The listing of all the sets in 5~ is done inductively 
as follows: 
(1) Im x ~ 5~ Let r = rank x. 
(2) Let P ~ 5~ For i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k compute Pt~. I f  IPt, I < r then compute Ptt+t. I f  
IPttl = r then compare Pt; to the sets already listed in ~~ In case Pt~ is already listed, 
compute Pt~+~; otherwise list Ph. 
(3) Repeat  step (2) for each new set P listed in &~ until no new set is generated. 
From the sets ~~ and Y{~ defined in Proposition 3.2 the ~-class of a regular 
element x ~ S is obtained using the following result: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Q and S be as in Proposition 3.2, and let x ~ S be a regular element. 
Then the ~-class and the ~-class o f  x are given by Rx ={xy: y~S t and Imxy~J (x )} ,  
L x = {yx: y ~ S 1 and Keryx  ~ ~(x)}, where ~r = {P ~ ~~ P is  a cross-section o f  some 
~r 6 Y{~ and Y{(x) = {~r ~ YC~ r has a cross-section P ~ Y~ 
PROOF. I f  s~R~ then s=xy  for some y~S ~ and since I lmsl = l lmx l ,  Ims  is in 5~ 
The @-class of x being regular, we can find an idempotent e in the ~-class of s and find 
b such that x~b and b~e.  This gives us Ims=Ime which is a cross-section of 
Ker e = Ker b with Ker b ~ Y~r~ This shows s ~ {xy: y E S t and Im xy ~ J (x)}.  Con- 
versely, assume s = xy for some y E S t and Im s ~ 5(x ) .  Tb_en for some b = zx, with z ~ S t, 
Ker b has Ims  as a cross-section. It follows that there exists an idempotent e~ i f(Q) 
such that Ker  b = Ker e and Im s = Im e. Applying Lemma 3.1 gives 
x ~e~ s = xy ZPer e ~ b = zx .~ x, 
where ~er and ZP~r denote the relations ~ and ~ in i f (Q),  By Lemma 3.4 below, x, xy = s, 
e, and zx = b are all in the ~-class of x in S. Consequently, x = xy is a regular element 
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of S, and x ~r  s implies x ~ s by Lemma 3.5, completing the proof of Rx = {y e $~ and 
Im xye ~(x)}. The proof for L~ is dual. 
The two lemmas needed to complete the proof of Proposition 3.3 are as follows: 
LE~MA 3.4 (Perrot, 1972). Let S be a finite subsemigroup of a semigroup T, and let x e S, 
y, z ~ S ~ and e = e 2 e T be such that 
X ~T Xy .LPT e ~T ZX .~r X. 
Then xy, e, and yz are all in the N-class of x in S. 
The proof of  Lemma 3.4 involves deeper properties of Green's relations. We omit it 
and refer the reader to Lallement (1979), p. 40. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S be a subsemigroup of a semigroup T, and let D be a regular N.class of 
S. Then the restrictions to D of Green's relations ~, ..~, and ~ in S and in T coincide. 
PROOF. Denoting Green's relations in T by a subscript T, we have ~ ~ ~T. Assume that 
x ~rY for some x, y e D. Since D is a regular N-class of S, there are idempotents e,fe  S 
such that x ~ e and y ~f  This implies x ~r  e, y ~Tf  hence e ~r f  It follows that ef=f  
and fe = e. Thus e @f  which implies x~y.  
A minor modification in the proof above gives: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let S be a subsemigroup of a semigroup T, let D~ be a regular N-class 
of  S and y a regular element of S. Then x~ry  if and only if x~y and x.Lery if and only 
if xLey. 
Proposition 3.3 gives us the size of the regular N-class Dx. The sets N(x) and .r 
are index sets for the G-classes and the .~- classes in Dx. Furthermore, applying Proposition 
3.6 to the semigroup S of Proposition 3.3 viewed as a subsemigroup of T= ~(Q) ,  we 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let Q and S be as in Proposition 3.2, and let x, y be regular elements of 
S. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) ysDx;  (2) Kerye~(x) ;  (3) ImyE~(x) .  
Once the sets Y~(x) and ~(x) have been obtained one can produce immediately a list 
of all the idempotents in Dx. For each set P e .,~(x) and for each partition ~- E ~(x)  one 
checks whether or not P is a cross-section of ~r. In case it is, then the corresponding 
idempotent e ~ D is the transformation mapping each q c Q to the unique p s P such that 
q lrp. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the determination of the maximal subgroup 
of a regular N-class D, following the ideas suggested by Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3. 
Let us assume that we have selected an idempotent e e D, and that we computed the 
sets N(e) and ~(e).  Suppose that, while computing N(e) and Y{(e), we kept track of  the 
first element qp such that qp = eyp for some y~ e S ~ with Im qe = P for each Pc  ~r 
and of the first element r~ such that r~ =ype for some yp e S t with Kerr,, = r for each 
~r E ~(e).  The positions of qo and r~ in De are indicated in Figure 1. 
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Let Po = Im e =Im r~. Thus the common ~-elass of e and r~ is indexed by Po, while 
the ~-class of  qp is indexed by P (the index set A of Definition 2.1 is here ~r 
PROPOSITrO~ 3.8. (a) For each P~(e)  select a partition zr~5~(e) such that P is a 
cross-section of ~r, and compute q~= r~( qpr~) -1 where (qpr~) -~ denotes the inverse of the 
permutation qpr~ on the set Po = Im e. 
(b) For each P E ~ ( e ) and for each generator ti of  S compute Pti, and in case Pti~ ~( e ) 
compute qpt~q~, as a permutation on the set Po. Then: 
(1) [H,;  {(q~, q~,): P ~ ~(e)}] is a coordinate system for the ~.class of e. 
(2) The maximal subgroup He of the ~.class D, is generated by the set of permutations 
on Po = Irn e found in (b) above. 
PROOZ. The fact that the ~-class of r~ and the ~-class of qp intersect in an ~-class 
containing art idempotent implies that qer~ is in H~ (see Lallement (1979), Proposition 
2.5). Simple verifications how that q~, e L, and that q~,q~ =e, qpq~qo = qP, q~qpq'P = q~. 
These imply that the mappings x-> xqp and y--> yq~ are reciprocal bijections from He to 
/-/q~ and from Hqp to He respectively. This proves (1). Part (2) follows from Corollary 
2.3, the formula (1) in section 2, and the fact that in case qpt~q~,  He we can replace 
8(qpt~q'~,) in (1) by qt, t~q~,, and then identify qpt~q~,, with its restriction to Im e. 
Summarizing the results of this section, we obtained algorithms allowing us, on input 
the set of generators of a finite t.s. S: 
(a) to detect if any element x ~ S is regular or not; 
(b) in the case where x ~ S is regular, to determine the size of D~, a system {qp: P ~ ~(x)} 
of representatives of the g-classes of D~ with qt, E Rx, and a system {r~,: ~" ~ ~(x)} of  
representatives of the ~-classes of D~ with r~ ~ L~; 
(c) to produce a list of  all idempotents in the regular ~-class Dx; 
(d) in case e c S is an idempotent, o find a set of generators of the maximal subgroup 
He realized as a permutation group on Im e; 
(e) to detect if a regular element y ~ S is or is not in a regular ~-class D~. 
4. Green's Relations on a Non-Regular ~-C lass  of a Finite Transformation Semigroup 
The basic idea for the determination of Dx for a non-regular element x ~ S is that all 
information eeded is provided by regular ~-classes above Dx in the p.o. of ~-classes. 
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This is made precise by the next theorem, in which the p.o. on the set o f  idempotents E 
o f  S is defined by e - - f  iff e = ef=fe .  
THEOREM 4.1 (Hofmann & Mostert (1966), p. 38). Letx  be any element o fa f in i te  semigroup 
S, and let e, f be idempotents o f  S 1 such that: 
x = ex and e is a min imal  idempotent with this property, 
x = x fandf  is a min imal  idempotent with this property. 
Then:  (1) Lx=L~x;  (2) Rx=xRy;  (3) Dx=L~xRz;  (4) Hx=H~xcaxHj  -. 
PROOF. (1) For every z ~ L~, z .~e implies zx~ex = x. Thus, L~x ___ Lx. Conversely, let 
y E L,. Then x = u'y and y = v 'x  for some u', v 'e  S t. It follows x = (eu ' )y  and y --- (v 'e )x ,  
using ex = x. Letting u = eu' and v = v'e, we obtain 
x = uy, y = vx, x = uvx = (uv)kx  for all k >- 1. 
Choosing k so that (uv)  k is an idempotent, we have 
(uv) k --_ (uv)ke = e(uv)k ;  
hence by minimality of  e, e = (uv)  k, which implies e ~ Sly.  But v = ve implies v ~ S le ,  
thus v ~ Le and y = vx  ~ Lex, completing the proof  of  Lx = Lex. 
(2) The proof  of  Rx = xRf  is the dual of  the proof  above. 
(3) For every z ~ Le, t ~ R z, z ~5~ e and t G f  imply zx .~ ex = x and zxt G zx f  = zx. Thus 
zxt  ~ x, showing that L~xRf  ~ Dx. Conversely, let y ~ Dx. Then, since ~ = • in S finite, 
x = u'yr' and y = v 'xs '  for some u', v', r', s 'e  S ~. It follows that x=(eu ' )y ( r ' f )  and y= 
( v '  e )x ( f s ' ) ,  using ex = x = xf. Letting u = eu', r = r'f, v = v' e, and s = fs '  we get 
x = uyr, y = vxs, x = (uv)x (s r )  = (uv)kx(s r )  k for all k > - 1. 
Choosing k so that both ( uv ) k and (st)  k are idempotents we obtain (uv ) k = ( uv ) k e = e ( uv ) k 
and (sr )kf (sr )  k = (sr)kf. Again, by minimality of e andf  we obtain (uv)  k = e and (s t )  k =f ,  
and as in part (1) above this implies v ~ Le, s ~ Rf  and y = vxs e L~xRf. 
(4) Hex c~ xHy c_ L ,x  n xR  I = Lx n Rx = Hx. ConverseIy, let y e Hx. Then for every idem- 
potent  g, gx = x if and only if gy = y. In particular e is a minimal idempotent such that 
ey  =y.  Let u', v 'e  S ~ be such that x --- u'y and y = v'x. Then x = (eu 'e )y  and y = (ev 'e )x .  
Letting u = eu'e and v = ev'e we get 
x = uy,  y = vx,  x = (uv)x  = (uv)kx ,  
y=(vu)y=(vu)ky  for al lk---1. 
Choos ing k so that both (uv)  k and (vu) k are idempotents we obtain, as in the preceding 
parts ( uv ) k = ( vu ) k = e. This shows e ~ S~v n vS ~. Since v = ve = ev we also have v ~ S~ e c~ 
eS  ~, hence v ~ He and y ~ H,x .  The  proof  that y ~ xH I is similar. 
We shall use parts (1), (2) and (4) of  Theorem 4.1 to compute a "pseudo"-coordinate 
system for a non-regular @-class D~ in a manner that minimizes the number o f  elements 
in Dx that have to be computed. As a consequence, we shall obtain sets of  elements 
{xp~,xp2, . . . , xpe}~R~ and {),~x, ~2x, . . . ,  A~x}___ L~ that contain, in general strictly, a 
system of  representatives of the ~-classes and G-classes of  Dx respectively. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let  x, e and f be as in Theorem 4.1. Let  {qp: P~C( f )}  be a system o f  
representatives o f  the ~-c lasses o f  Dj. contained in Ry, and let {r~,: r E Yf(e)} be a system 
o f  representatives o f  the G-c lasses o f  D~ contained in L~. Then: 
(1) xHfand H~x are unions o f  ~f-classes o f  Dx; 
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(2) Letting {xh~, xh2, . . . ,  xh,,} be a system of representatives of the ~-classes contained 
in xHr, and { klx, k2x, . . . .  k ,x)  be a system of representatives of the ~-classes contained in 
Hex, the set {xh~q,: 1<- i ~ m, P ~ ~r contains asystem of representatives of the ~-classes 
in Rx, and similarly the set { r~,kjx: 1 ~ j <- n, ir ~ fir(e)}, contains a system of representatives 
of the ~-classes in L,,. 
PROOF. (1) For every y ~ xHf, y = xg for some g E Hr. This implies Hxg r~ H e ~ 0 ,  hence 
H,,g = Hy by a well-known property of ~~ in the same ~-class. Hence, using (4) 
of Theorem 4.1 we obtain: 
Hy = ( Hex n xH2. )g c Hexg c~ xH.c ~ xHf. 
The proof  that Hex is also a union of ~-classes is similar. 
(2) We know that R I = Up~cI )  H fqe. Consequently, by (2) of Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
Rx= xRf Hfqp U xHyqe. 
PE~(f) P~.9(f) 
Note that since the mapping z~zqp defines a bijection from H I to Hiqe, the same 
mapping defines a bijection from xHy to xHjqp. Observe also that while the sets Hfqp 
are pairwise disjoint, this is not the case, in general, for the sets xHyqe. Thus, the formula 
(2) above shows that if we select a system {xh~, xh2 , . . . ,  xhm} of representatives of the 
~-classes in xHr, then the set {xh~qp: 1<- i<_ m, P ~ or will include a set of representa- 
tives of the ffC-classes in Rx. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The transformations pj.p = hiqp, 1 <- i <- m, P ~ ~r [resp. A~.j = r~kj, 1 - 
j<  n, ~e  Yf(e)] defined in Corollary 4.2 are called the right [resp. left] multipliers for 
the ~-class [resp. ~-class] of x. 
Theorem 4.1 and its Corollary suggest he following steps to determine D~ for a 
non-regular element x. Here we assume that all regular ~-classes of transformations of
rank r >- rank x have been determined in the sense of section 3, that a list of idempotents 
of  each of them is available, and that for each idempotent e, f  used in computing D~, 
lists of  generators of the maximal subgroups He, H.r are also available. 
(1) In order to find an idempotent f such that x = xf with f minimal, recall the lists 
of  idempotents, tarting with a list containing idempotents of lowest possible rank, and 
moving up in ranks. The first idempotent f in a list of lowest possible rank such that 
xf= x will indeed be minimal with respect o this property (cf. Corollary 5.3). 
(2) Compute D r. The relevant facts about Df are: 
(a) the generators gl, g2 , . . . ,  g~ of Hjr; 
(b) the transformations qe, P~C( f ) .  
(3) Compute xHy (called the right coset of x). This is done inductively: Assume a 
partial list, say {xl = x, x2, . .  9 xe}, of elements of xHf has been obtained. Multiply each 
x~, xz . . . .  , Xe successively by g~, g2 , . . . ,  g~. Enlarge the list whenever a new product 
appears and stop when no more new products are produced. 
(4) Find e = e 2 such that x = ex with e minimal (cf. (1)). 
(5) Compute De to obtain the generators of He and the transformations r~, ~ ~ ~(e) .  
(6) Compute H,x (cf. (3)). 
(7) Compute Hx = xH_r ~ H~x. 
(8) Determine lements h~, h2, . . . ,  h,, in Hf such that {xht, xh2,. 9 xhm) is a set of 
representatives of the ~-classes contained in xHr. A procedure to obtain ht, h2 . . . .  , h,, 
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consists in repeating the computation of xHy as in (3) above but keeping track, every 
time a new element y ~ xHj- is produced, of the element h e H a- such that y = xh. Assume 
that when computing elements of xH.f we obtained 
h l ,h2 , . . . ,h i  and Kl= I~J Hxhj. 
l.,ej~l 
'When an element y = xh of xHf is generated and y r then let hi+ 1 = h and let 
K~+I = K~ u Hxh~+~. The process stops when all elements of xHf  have been obtained, 
yielding the set {h~, h2 , . . . ,  hm}. This step is completed by a computation of all the 
products h~qp, giving the set {p~, p2, . . . ,  pc} of right multipliers. 
(9) As in (8), determine lements kl, k2 , . . . ,  k, in H~ such that {kaX, k2x . . . . .  k ,x}  is 
a set of representatives of the ~'-classes in Flex and compute the set {A~, A2 . . . .  , )t~} of 
left multipliers r~k~. 
For  the purpose of testing if y ~ S belongs to D:, or not, it is convenient when computing 
a right multiplier p~ to keep a record of Im xpl, and similarly for a left multiplier Aj, 
record Ker )tjx. Then to detect if y E Dx or not, for each right multiplier Pi such that 
Im xpt = Im y and for each left multiplier Aj such that Ker Ajx = Ker y, generate the set 
AjHxpl, and test whether y is in this set or not. 
REMARKS. (1) The computation of the exact number of Le. and Q-classes in Dx requires 
a comparison of the ~g-classes Hxp~ for 1 -< i -< ~a nd a comparison of the ~i~'-classes AjH~ 
for 1 ---j-< r. Removing the superfluous multipliers will provide the exact size of D~. As 
we shall see in the next section, if the aim of the computation is the structure of regular 
~-classes and the determination of the p.o. on the set of all ~-classes then the knowledge 
of  the exact size of a non-regular ~-class is not absolutely necessary. 
(2) Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 apply to a regular element x e S. In this case 
Hx = H~x =xHf  with e = e~e R~ and f=f~ L,~. The right [resp. left] multipliers are 
simply qp,  Pc  ~( f )  [resp. r~, ~re ~(e)] .  
5. The Global ~-C lass  Structure of a Finite Transformation Semigroup 
The detection of all ~-classes of a t.s. S and the determination of the p.o. on S/~ are 
based on the next results: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let S be a finite semigroup and T a set o f  generators of  S. For any ~-class 
D o f  S let {Pl, P2 , . . . ,  Pc} [resp. {sl, s2 . . . .  , st}] be a set of  elements of D containing at 
least one representative of  each ~-class [resp. Q-class] o f  D. Define B(D) ,  the set below 
D, as follows: 
B (D)  = {x c S: x = p~t or x = tsjfor some i,.~ for some t ~ T, andx  e~ D}. 
Then for every ~-class D '  of  S immediately below D there exists x ~ B(  D ) such that D '  = D:,. 
PROOF. Let D' = Db be a ~-class of S immediately below (i.e. covered by) D = D, .  Then 
Db < Da implies b = uav for some u, v ~ S 1, hence Db --< D~a _ D~. Since Db is immediately 
below Da we have either ua ~ Db or ua ~ Do. We consider the two cases successively: 
In the case of ua ~ b, then u is a product of elements of T, say 
u = thb,-i ' " " t2tl with h-> 1. 
There is an index i, 1 --. i -< h such that 
ti-m " " t2tla ~ D. and ttti-l " " t2tla ~ D~. 
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Observe that b ~ ua = thth-~ " ' " t2tja <--~ t~h-~ 9 9 9 t2t~a <~ a implies t~t~_~ . " " t2ha ~ Db. 
Since t~_a 9 9 9 t2h a ~ Da = D there exists j, 1 --<j-< r such that h-~ " " " t2tla ~ sj. This implies 
ht~_~ 9 9 9 t2t~a ~ hs~ and consequently D '  = Db = Dx with x = t~sj e B(D) .  
In  the case of ua ~ a, then uav ~ D '  with say v = h t2" ' "  tk. As above, there is an 
index i , l~ i~r  such that uat~t~. . ,  t~_~eD,  and uaht~' . ,  b_~t~eD~. Again, since 
uat~ t~. . .  h-~ ~ 1),  = D there exists j, 1--<j--< ~, such that uat~t2 . . ,  tH~p: .  This implies 
uaht : .  9 9 t~_~t~.~p~t~ and D '= D~ = D~ with x =p~t~  B(D) .  
The next proposit ion will allow us to organize the computation of all O-classes of S 
proceeding by decreasing ranks, computing regular ~-classes of a given rank r first, and 
then non-regular ~-classes of the same rank. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let  S be a transformation semigroup on a f inite set Q. Let  D and D'  be 
two O-classes o f  S consisting o f  transformations o f  the same rank. Then D <-D' and D a 
regular ~.c lass  imply D = D' .  
PROOF. (a) Assume t E D' ,  s ~ D and s = ty for some y ~ S. Since s is regular, there exists 
s' ~ D such that ss's  = s (and also s' -~ s'ss'). Then ss' e D is an idempotent ~ related to 
s in S. Now s and t having the same rank, they are both in the same ~-class of ~'(Q). 
However, Ker t ~ Ker s and [Q/Ker t[ = [Q/Ker s[ imply Ker t = Ker s; hence s and t are 
~-re lated in ~(Q) .  It follows that t ~e~s ~e~ss'  which implies ss't  = t. Together with 
s = ty this yields s ~ t in S, hence D = D'.  A dual proof, using ~ and arguing with images 
instead of  kernels, shows that if s = xt  for some x ~ S, then we also have D = D'. 
(b) Assume t~D' , s~D,  and s=xty  for some x, yeS .  Then ranks - - - rankty< 
rank t imply rank ty = rank s. Since D _--_ Dry and s = x( ty ) ,  part (a) (dual) implies D = Dry. 
Applying again part (a) to ty and t we obtain D = Dt~, = D', completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.3. I n  a transformation semigroup on a f inite set, it is impossible to have two 
O-classes D,  D'  both consisting o f  transformations o f  the same rank, with D regular and 
D<D' .  
We complete these results by showing that the kernel and image of a non-regular 
element cannot coincide with the kernel and image of a regular element: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let  x, y be two elements o f  a transformation semigroup S. I f  x is regular, 
Ker x = Ker  y, and  Im x = Im y then x and y are in the same ~-c lass o f  S. 
PROOF. Since x is regular there is an indempotent e in the ~-class of x, and reciprocal 
bijections z ~ zq, t -~ tq', with q, q' ~ S 1, from Hx to He, and from He to H~, respectively. 
The same mappings define bijections of the corresponding ~-classes in the full transforma- 
tion semigroup ~-(Q). But in 9-(Q) x and y are ~-related and so are e and yq. This 
implies that yq lies in He. Thus y = yqq'  c Hx. 
The general algorithm to find the global ~-class structure of a semigroup S generated 
by a set T= {tl ,  t2 . . . .  , tk} of transformations on Q with tQI = n will proceed according 
to decreasing ranks. Hence we assume that in the list {tl, t2 . . . .  , tk} transformations are 
listed in order of  non- increas ing ranks (i.e. tl is of  highest rank, . . . ,  tk is of lowest rank). 
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INIT IALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM 
(a) If rank h = n, then h is a permutation on Q and the ~-class of t~ is the group of 
units of the monoid S. D,, will contain all t~ ~ T of rank n and B(Dt,) will contain only 
transformations of rank r<n. The initial step is complete when a file called IDEM1, 
containing the identity mapping on Q, has been created and the set B(Dt,) has been 
recorded. 
(b) If rank h = m < n, then create a first file IDEM1 as above. This file may eventually 
be needed in the computation of a non-regular ~-class. The next steps are divided into 
two distinct procedures. 
bR: For every t~ e T of  rank m which is regular compute Dr, as indicated in section 3. 
For each distinct regular ~-class D of rank m create a file IDEMk of all idempotents 
in/9,  incrementing k by one whenever a new ~-class is obtained. For each regular ~-class 
computed record the set B(D). Once all regular ~-classes of rank m have been obtained, 
do bNR. 
bNR:  For every te Tw(L JD B(D)) of rank m which is non-regular compute D~ as 
indicated in section 4. (D under the second ~_J runs through the set of all ~-classes 
obtained in bR.) For the distinct non-regular ~-classes D' obtained compile B(D'). Each 
of the sets B(D') may eventually contain non-regular (by Corollary 5.3) transformations 
of rank m. Compute their ~-classes and repeat he procedure until a set ~,~ of ~-classes 
all o f  rank m has been obtained that satisfies the following requirements: 
(1) DrEam for all t~ T such that rank t=m; 
(2) D e @~ and x ~ B(D) with rank x = m imply Dx ~ @m. 
REMARK. By Proposition 5.2, the checking of (2) involves only non-regular elements. 
INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS 
Assume that we have constructed a set Or of ~-classes of S satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) D~r  for all te  T such that rank t>.r; 
(2) D ~ ~r implies rank D -> r; 
(3) D e ~r and x ~ B(D) with rank x _ r imply Dx c ~r. 
Then by Propositions 5.1, 5.2 the set ~ contains all the ~-classes of S of rank -->r. 
~-CLASSES OF LOWER RANK 
Let Tr = Tu  (Uo~,  B(D)). 
I f  the set Tr does not contain any transformation of rank <r  then we stop, since all 
the ~-classes of S have been obtained. Otherwise, we determine the rank s of the 
transformations in Tr of  highest rank < r. Then, proceeding as in part bR and bNR of 
the initialization, we construct all the ~-classes of rank s in Tr, beginning by the regular 
~-classes, followed by the non-regular ones, including all the non-regular ~-classes 
arising from x ~ B(D) with rank x = rank D = s. 
The process tops when a set ~ of ~-classes, all of rank s, has been obtained such 
that for every x ~ Tr u (~.)o~,~ B(D)) with rank x = s we have Dx ~ ,~. Then, by construction 
the set ~s, = 9~ ~r satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3) similar to those in the induction 
hypothesis. 
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The computation of the ~-classes of lower rank ends with the minimal ideal Do of S 
for which we have B(Do) = 0.  
PARTIALLY ORDERED SET OF ~-CLASSES 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set. Assume that for every p e P we know a list B(p) 
of elements below p that include all the elements of P covered by p. Then the p.o. on 
the set P can be reconstructed asfollows: 
(1) The set M of all minimal elements of P is given by M ={p E P: B(p)= f~} 
(2) For every p ~ P - M replace B(p) by B'(p) = B(p) - M. The elements p e P -  M 
for which B' (p ) - -O  are the minimal elements of P-M,  and for each of these 
elements B(p) is exactly the set of all the elements of M covered by p. 
(3) Repeat the procedure (2) on the set P-M using B'(p). By induction on IP[ all 
covering relations in P can be obtained, yielding the p.o. on P. 
In case P=S/~,  we might replace the set B(D)  of all transformations below D by 
the set of all the ~-elasses that contain them before we determine the p.o. on P as 
indicated above. 
We illustrate the various steps by an example done by hand: 
EXAMPL~ 5.5. T= {tl, t2, t3} where 
( ;  2 3 : )  (11 2 3 ~) (11 2 3 ~) 
t~= 3 1 , t2= 1 2 ' t3= 1 3 " 
For convenience we denote these transformations by 2314, 1123, 1132, respectively; their 
images are denoted by (1234), (123), (123), respectively and their kernels by 1121314, 
1213 [4, 12[3 [4. We follow these conventions throughout. 
(1) rank t~ =4, rank t2=rank t3=3. We compute the ~-class D~ of t~ 
Im t] = (1234) 
Im t~tl = (1234) STOP 
Im t~t2= (123) STOP 
Im tit3 = (123) STOP 
~~ = ~(t~) = {(1234)} 
Ker t~ = 1121314 
Ker t~ t~ = 11213 [ 4 STOP 
Ker t2t~ = 12[ 3 [ 4 STOP 
Ker t3t ~ = 121314 STOP 
Y~~ = 5~(t~) ={1121314 ) 
tl is regular and D1 is of size 1 • 1. Using t~ as the only representative we get B(DI )= 
{ht2 = 1213, ht~= 1312, t2t~ =2231, t3h =2213}, and IDEM1 ={1234}. 
All N-classes of rank 4 have been obtained. 
(2) ~-classes of rank 3. 
(a) We compute the ~-class/92 of t2 
Im t2 = (123) Ker t2 = 121314 
Im t2t~ = (123) STOP 
Im t2t 2 = (12) STOP 
Im t2t3 = (13) STOP 
Since none of the images on the left form a cross-section of Ker t2, t2 is non-regular. 
The idempotents above t2 are e = 1234, f=  1234. The right coset t2Hy is {t2 = 1123, 
t2t~ = 2231, t2t~ = 3312}. The left coset H, t2 is {t2 ~-1123, tat 2-- 1213, t~t 2 --2113}. 
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Her2 c~ t2Hy = {h}, thus/92 is of size 3 • 3. 
B(D2) -- {t2t2 --- 1112, t2t3 = 1113, t2t~t2 = 1121, tlt~t 3= 1131, t2t2tt2 = 2211, t2t~lt3 = 3311}. 
Ker  t3 = Ker t2 but t3 r t2H s, so t3 ~ D~. 
(b) ~-c lass D3 o f  t3 
Im ta = (123) Ker  t3 = 121314 
Im t3t~ = (123) STOP 
Im t3t2 = (12) STOP 
Im t3t3 = (13) STOP 
t3 is non-regular. The idempotents above are again e = 1234, f=  1234. The right coset t3Hy 
is {t3=1132, t3tt =2213, tzt2=3321}. The left coset H~t~ is {t~= t132, t~t3=1312, t~t3 = 
3112}. H, t3c~ taHy= {t3}, thus /93 is of size 3 x3.  
B(D3) = (tat2 = 1121, t3t3 = 1131, tat~t2= 1112, tat~t3=ll l3, t~t~t2=2211, t3t~t3=3311}. 
We observe that B(D~) = B(D3). 
All transformations of rank 3 in B(D~) are in D2 or D3. Henee we can write now 
B(D~) = {/92, D~) using the convention mentioned above. All 50-classes of  rank ---3 have 
been computed. The set of  transformations of  rank 2 available is B(Dt)  = B(D2). 
(3) ~-classes of rank 2. 
(a) We test t3t: for  regularity. In ease t3t2 is regular we compute its ~-c lass /94.  The 
computat ion  is displayed below. It shows that tat2 is regular. D~ is of  size 6 x 3. Indices 
for  the ~-  and .La-elasses o f / )4  are marked by a dot. 
9 --- (12) 9 Ker ht2 = 12413: tat: is regular 
9 Im t3t2t~ =(23)  9 Ker tit3t2=13412 
Im t3t2t2 = (1) RE JECTED Ker t2t3t2 = 12314 RE JECTED 
Im t3t2t3 = (1) RE JECTED Ker t3t3t2 = 12413 STOP 
 9  t3t2tlt~ =(13)  9 Ker hht3t2=11234 
Im t3t2tl t2 = (12) STOP Ker t2tlt3t2 = 12413 STOP 
Im t3t2t~ t3 = (13) STOP Ker t3t~ tat2 = 12314 RE JECTED 
Im t3t2t~hh = (12) STOP Ker t~t~t~t3t2= 12413 STOP 
Im t3t2ht~t2= (12) STOP 9 Ker t2t~t~t3t2= 12134 
Im t3t2t~ht3 = (13) STOP Ker t3tlt~tat2 = 12134 STOP 
9 Ker tlt2tltltat2 = 13124 
Ker t2 t2 t~ h t3 t2 = 12314 RE JECTED 
Ker t3 t2tl t~ t3 t2 = 12413 STOP 
Ker tltlt2tltltat2 = 14t23 
Ker t2 t~ t2t I t~ t3 t2 = 12413 STOP 
Ker t3 t~ t2 t~ t~ t3 t2 = 12314 RE JECTED 
Ker t~ tl tl t2 tl t~ t3 t2 = 12134 STOP 
Ker t2t~tlt2ht~t3t2 = 12134 STOP 
Ker t3tltlt2tltlt3t2 = 12134 STOP. 
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Transformations in the lists above are marked REJECTED if they are either of lower 
rank or if they are of the same rank but do not stay in the same ~-class because they 
fail the cross-section test. These transformations are exactly all the transformations 
appearing in B(D4): 
B(D4)  = {tat2t2 = 1111, t2tat2 = 1112, t2t2tlt~tat2 = 2221}.  
121314 
L 
J31214 
(t234) 
. ! !1  I I I I  t l l l l i~  
i 
121314 9 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9 9 D= 131214 " ' 
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9 I IZ314 9 9 
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U2)"..,(23)..'" (i3) 
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9 
9 i 
I~qSlOm I100~ 
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U2) 03) U~) 
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The transformations t 3 t3, t 3t I t i t2, t 3 t 1 t I t 3 in B(D3) are in/94. All other transformations 
of rank 2 in B(D3) and B(D4) are non-regular by a separate checking 
IDEM2 = {1211, 1222, 1212, 1221, 2232, 3233, 2233, 3232, 1131, 1333, 1133, 1331}. 
(b) We compute the non-regular ~-class D5 of t2t3t2 = 1112. 
No idempotent e in IDEM2 satisfies et2t3t2=t=t3t2 (check for e such that Kere__ 
Kerht3t2). Thus e=1234 and He is generated by 6=2314. The left coset of t2tat2 is 
Hj2ht2={ll l2}. 
The first idempotent f=  1211 in IDEM2 satisfies t2t3tff= t2t3t2. 
The maximal subgroup of f is generated by 2122 and the right coset of t2t3t2 is 
t2t3t2Hf={lll2, 221} = {hi, h2}. 
A system of representatives of the ~-classes of D/is  
f=  1211, f6 =2322, ft~ = 3133. 
Multiplying h~, h2 by these gives Ds = {1112, 2221, 2223, 3332, 3331, 1113} of size 1 x 6. 
At this point we can write B(D2)= B(D3)= {D4,/95} and B(D4)={Ds, D6} where D6 
is the ~-class of t3t2t 2. 
The computation of B(Ds)--part of which is shown below--yields B(Ds)= 
{1111, 2222, 3333}. Thus B(Ds) = {/96}. 
t1(1112) = 1112 (1112)6 =2223 h(2221) =2221 
t2(1112) = 1111 (1112)h = 1111 t2(2221) =2222 
t3(1112) = 1111 (1112)t3= 1111 t3(2221) =2222 etc. 
All ~-classes of rank ->2 have been obtained. 
(4) @-class of rank 1. This is /96 of size 1 • containing t3t2t2, t3t2t2t~, t3t2t2tltl, and 
B(D6) = 0.  
The sets B(DI), 1--< i-<6, allow us to construct the p.o. of ~-classes. The Green's 
equivalence structure is shown in Figure 2. 9~ and .~-classes are indicated by the 
corresponding kernels and images. Idempotents are marked by a star. 
6. Comments on the Program 
6.1. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM 
The most elementary method for obtaining lobal informations on a transformation 
semigroup S generated by the transformations 6, t2 . . . . .  tk on a set with n elements, 
would perhaps begin by establishing a list of all the elements of S. Such a list could be 
obtained by the following exhaustion method: 
(i) order lexicographically the free semigroup generated by t~, t2 . . . .  , tk. 
(ii) Compile the list of all the elements of S by computing all products of the generators 
in lexicographical order, adding a product to the list if it has not yet been listed previously. 
(iii) Stop the list whenever no new product can be obtained. 
An in-depth analysis of the complexity of the algorithm detailed in the present paper 
should then consist in a comparison between the number of multiplications needed to 
obtain all the structural data provided by this algorithm, and the number of multiplications 
needed to obtain the same data using the exhaustion method (i.e. brute force) explained 
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above. The major difficulty in such an approach is that no general estimate for an 
upper-bound on the number of multiplications eeded in the exhaustion method is known 
(although bounds can be obtained in specific ases--see Lallement (1979) on the decida- 
bility of finiteness of semigroups of matrices, especially Lemma 2.7, p. 295). Furthermore, 
the determination of all the Green's relations on S, based on results of the exhaustion 
method, leads to a substantial (but difficult o estimate in general) increase in the number 
of multiplications needed. It also requires much more time to maintain and update a 
large list of elements, and increases enormously the time spent searching that list. 
However, a good first approximation f the efficiency of our algorithm can be obtained 
based on the observation that the algorithm essentially replaces the computation of all 
the elements of S by the computation of all the possible images and kernels of elements 
of S. A good idea of the gain realized in the amount of computations can be obtained 
by comparing the number n" of transformations i  the full transformation semigroup ~-n 
to the total number of images and kernels in ft,. 
The number of possible images in fin is 
I(n) =2"-1. 
To our knowledge there is no such simple formula for the number K(n) of possible 
equivalence relations on a set with n elements. The numbers K(n) have been called 
exponential numbers by E. T. Bell because of the formula: 
ee~_l ~ K(n) x" = 
n ~0 
(see e.g. Whitworth (1901), Proposition XXIV, p. 88, or Berge (1968), p. 37). The following 
induction formula provides an easy way to compute the values of K(n) (also called the 
Bell numbers) for small values of n: 
K (1 )=I ,  
K(n+I)=I+(; )K(1)+(2)K(2)+" " "+(nn l )K (n -1)+K(n)  
(see the paper by Rota (1964) for many other properties and other references to the 
exponential numbers). 
Table 1 shows a comparison between I(n)+K(n) and n n, for values of n between 3
and 13. The last column gives an estimate of the gain in the amount of computations 
when replacing the exhaustion algorithm by ours. 
Table 1 
n K(n) I(,0 K(n)+I(n)n ~ n~/[K(n)+I(n)] 
3 5 7 12 27 2.25 
4 15 15 30 256 8.53 
5 52 31 83 3,125 37.65 
6 203 63 266 46,656 175 
7 877 127 1,004 823,548 8.2 • 102 
8 4,140 255 4,395 16,777,216 3.8 • 104 
9 21,147 511 21,658 3.89 • 108 1.79 • 105 
10 115,975 1,023 116,998 10 l~ 8.5 • 10 s 
11 678,570 2,047 680,617 2.85 • 101 t 4.2 • 106 
12 4,213,597 4,095 4,217,692 8.916x 1012 2.11 • 10 7 
13 27,644,437 8,191 27,652,628 3.03 • 10 TM 1.1 x l0 s 
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As n gets larger, the dominant term in the sum K(n)+ I(n) is K(n). Asymptotic values 
of K(n) have been obtained based on the remarkable relationship between K(n) and a 
familiar series: 
K (n)=I  ~ k__~" 
e k=l k! 
(this is due to Dobinski (1877) according to G. C. Rota). Epstein (1938) gives various 
asymptotic estimates of K(n), the simplest of which, valid for very large values of n, is 
1/ Io  s n n 
Consequently, as n ~ co, the ratio n"/K(n) behaves like [log n] n. For small values of n, 
the values [log n ]" are smaller than the ratios obtained in the last column of our tabulation. 
These values are likely to be more representative of the effective gains in complexity 
when using our algodthm, especially when the number of non.regular N-classes of S 
turns out to be large. 
6.2. IMPLEMENTATION 
We have several versions of a program to implement the algorithm of the paper. Each 
is intended to help with the study of N-classes in a t.s. and has not been conceived for 
carrying out all the calculations described in the previous ections without guidance from 
the user. 
The program was developed initially in BASIC, largely because of the availability of 
microcomputers running that language. That version was changed to one in FORTRAN 
77; this version can be used on a wide variety of both micro- and minicomputers. The 
only input is the set of generators, and the various items of information generated are 
stored in the standard FORTRAN arrays. For example, for each newly generated product 
it is necessary to calculate the image, kernel and value, and to store a marker for indicating 
"bad" or "good" elements. These calculations are done by a series of conventional 
subroutines. The largest arrays are of dimension 4x n, where n depends on the order of 
the N-class under consideration, and is constrained by the memory limitations of the 
machine being used. ASCII files are used to store the idempotents in regular ~-classes, 
and these are searched in reverse order to search for idempotents above a non-regular 
element. The search itself is a naive linear one, as is that which determines whether an 
element is in a given non-regular N-class. 
However, FORTRAN, in spite of its almost universal availability, is not the ideal 
language for calculations such as these. Another language certainly much more suited to 
the program is PROLOG. Although the whole program has not been implemented in
PROLOG, several major components have been used for various purposes. Procedures 
in PROLOG may be written in a manner which adheres much more closely to the 
mathematical formulation of the algorithm, and many of the programming details are 
taken care of by the language itself. Several pieces of information may be calculated by 
the one procedure, the recursive power of PROLOG is extremely useful, and many 
limitations of "straight-line" programming may be removed. 
Here is part of the code and output from a PROLOG program that calculates both the 
kernel and the image of a given transformation. The code calculates the preimage P of 
an element E in a list L, where L represents he effect of a transformation. The first posl 
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handles the case where E is first in the list, and the second posl moves along one integer, 
then returns to call the first posl. 
posl(/~, [EIT], N, Sofar, P) :- 
N1 is N+I ,  
posl(E, T, N1, [NlSofar], P), I. 
posl(E, [HIT], N, Solar, P) :- 
N1 is N+I ,  
posl (E, T, N1, Sofar, P). 
Input: 23  4625281917363 83 923  41 
Output: The image is [2, 3, 4, 6, 5, 8, 1, 9, 7] and the preimages, are p(2, [1, 5, 7, 19]) 
p(3, [2, 13, 15, 17, 20]) p(4, [3, 21]) p(6, [4, 14]) p(5, [6]) p(8, [8, 16]) p(1, [9, 11, 22]) 
p(9, [10, 18]) p(7, [12]) 
A variant of the exhaustion algorithm described under the comments on complexity 
both calculates and stores the semigroup generated by a given set of transformations. 
That algorithm also has been adapted for PROLOG. Here the information is stored in a 
2-3 tree, see Bratko (1986), a very efficient data structure when it comes to determining 
whether a newly calculated product is in fact a new element of the semigroup, especially 
so for large semigroups. 
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